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ABSTRACT

The Space Shuttle Orbiter’s Ku-band integrated radar and communications subsystem will
function in its radar role during satellite rendezvous. As a radar the Ku-band subsystem
searches for, acquires, and then tracks targets. In the track mode, the radar outputs
measured range, range-rate, angle, and angle-rate values to both the Orbiter’s general
purpose computer (GPC) and the astronaut’s Ku-band subsystem control panel. This data
is used to navigate the Orbiter to its satellite rendezvous. The radar is integrated with the
Ku-band communications function and thus achieves reduction in weight and volume
compared with separate subsystems for each function.

This paper provides a user oriented description of the radar subsystem. Topics to be
covered are radar requirements, modes of operation, and system configuration.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle Orbiter Ku-band integrated radar and communications subsystem [1-4]
operates as a low pulse-repetition-frequency (PRF) pulse doppler radar during satellite
rendezvous and at other times can provide two-way communications with ground stations
via TDRSS. As a radar, the subsystem is capable of searching for, acquiring, and tracking
both active (transponder equipped) and passive (non-cooperative) targets. The targets are
defined as being within the parameter envelope given in Table I. Once track is established,
the radar provides measurements of target range, range-rate, angle, and inertial angle-rates
to the Orbiter. This paper describes the design and operation of the radar subsystem.



RADAR REQUIREMENTS

The radar requirements can readily be separated into two groups. One set of requirements
deals with the radar’s ability to detect and acquire targets and the other with tracking
performance.

Search and Acquisition Requirements

In the search phase, the radar is commanded to an initial antenna pointing angle by either
the Orbiter’s GPC or the astronaut using slew switches. If a traget whose parameters are
within those of Table I is located within the 3dB beamwidth of the antenna, then the radar
is required to detect that target with probability 0.99 while maintaining a false alarm rate
(FAR) of at most one per hour. If a target is not detected or a target is detected but found
to be on an antenna sidelobe, the radar can be commanded to scan the antenna about its
initial pointing angle. The scan spirals out from the initial angle position and will cover a
conical volume up to 60 degrees. If a valid target is within the scan volume, then the radar
is required to detect that target with probability 0.99 while maintaining the FAR of less
than one per hour.

After a detection has occurred, the radar enters the acquisition phase. During this, the
radar determines if the track mode should be entered or if search should be continued. If
the radar is in a mode where angle tracking is not required, any detection will cause the
activation of a target track where only range and range-rate data are processed. This track
will be entered regardless of the location of the target within the antenna pattern. If the
radar is required to angle track, then any detection will cause the radar to enter a mainlobe
acquisition sequence in which a comparison is made between the target signal power
received through the main antenna and a widebeam horn. The difference in received signal
strength is an indication of whether or not the target is located in the mainlobe of the
antenna. When it is determined that target detection has occurred in the mainlobe of the
antenna, then a track mode is entered where range, range-rate, angle, and inertial angle-
rate data are processed. When a sidelobe detection is decided, the radar will either
continue the search scan or initiate a new smaller “miniscan” about the point where
detection occurred. This enables the radar to continue searching for a mainlobe detection.

Target Tracking Requirements

The radar has two types of target tracking modes. One requires only that range and range-
rate data be processed and output to the Orbiter while the other requires the processing
and output of range, range-rate, angle, and inertial angle-rate data. Table II summarizes the
radar data measurement accuracy requirements.



RADAR MODES

The radar has four operating modes. The selection of the mode is made via a switch on the
astronaut’s Ku-band subsystem control panel. A description of these modes follows.

GPC/Designate Mode

In this mode, the GPC designates the expected spatial position of a desired target to the
radar subsystem. The designate is in the form of target range and angular coordinates.
After receiving the target designate, the radar moves its antenna to the specified angular
coordinates and positions its detection range gates at the specified range. When target
detection occurs, the radar will acquire and track the target in range only. Target range and
range-rate measurement data is output to the Orbiter.

If target detection does not occur, the radar will not scan the antenna. It waits for updated
target designation data.

GPC/Acquisition Mode

As in the GPC/Designate mode, the GPC designates the spatial position of the target.
Under GPC control, the radar commands its antenna to perform a spiral scan centered on
the angle designate. The target is acquired and tracked in angle and range. Target range,
range-rate, angle, and inertial angle-rate data are output to the Orbiter.

Manual Mode

This mode allows for the detection, acquisition, and track of a target when its designates
are not available from the Orbiter GPC. The astronaut steers the radar’s antenna to some
desired position via slew switches on the Ku-band subsystem control panel. The radar
searches the entire range window from 100 feet to either 20 nm (passive targets) or 300
nm (active targets). When a target is detected, it’s acquired and tracked in range. Target
range and range-rate measurement data are output to the Orbiter during track.

Autotrack Mode

As in the Manual mode, the astronaut steers the antenna to some desired position. The
astronaut can then command the radar to execute a spiral scan of its antenna about the
initial position. The radar searches the entire range window and detects, acquires, and
tracks the target in angle and range. Target range, range-rate, angle, and inertial angle-rate
measurement data are output to the Orbiter.

Table III summarizes radar operation in the four modes.



KU-BAND SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The Ku-band subsystem consists of four line-replaceable-units (LRUs). These are: the
deployed assembly (DA), the electronics assembly-1 (EA-1), the electronics assembly-2
(EA-2), and the signal processing assembly (SPA). Figure 1 shows the interconnection of
these four LRUs in forming the Ku-band subsystem. This figure shows how the
communications and radar systems are integrated. Both systems share a common antenna,
transmitter, receiver, and servo system. During communication operations, the EA-2 is
powered off and during radar operations the SPA is powered off. A brief description of the
design and radar function of the DA, EA-1, and EA-2 LRUs follows.

Deployed Assembly

The DA is mounted in the forward starboard corner of the Orbiter’s payload bay. Once the
payload bay doors are opened, the DA is deployed by turning on its swivel base until the
unit extends over the side of the orbiter. Figure 2 shows the DA in its deployed
configuration.

The DA consists of two major subassemblies, the deployed mechanical assembly (DMA)
and the deployed electronics assembly (DEA). Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram
of the DA.

Deployed Mechanical Assembly -- The DMA includes the narrow-beam (main) antenna,
the wide-beam (guard) antenna, the gimbal mechanism, and the gyros. Table IV
summarizes the key antenna parameters. The main antenna has a two-axis monopulse feed
and its reflector is made of a graphite fiber-reinforced composite material. This provides
for an ultralight antenna which is capable of withstanding the harsh temperature
environment of space. The guard antenna is a horn which is co-boresighted with the main
antenna. The horn is used by the radar to avoid main antenna sidelobe acquisition when
angle tracking is desired. Both antennas are mounted on a two-axis, DC torque motor
drive, gimbal. This forms an antenna platform which is inertially stabilized via rate
integrating gyros mounted on the antenna support arms. The gyro outputs are fed back to
the gimbal torque motors to form the rate stabilization loop.

Deployed Electronics Assembly -- The DEA consists of the exciter, the transmitter, the
receiver, and the microwave assembly. Table V summarizes the key exciter, transmitter,
and receiver parameters.

The exciter generates the radar RF transmitted signal and the receiver local oscillators
(LOs). When in the passive target mode, the exciter sequences through five different
transmit and first LO frequencies. In the active target mode, only one frequency is used.



The exciter output is coherent to meet the requirement for doppler velocity measurement.
The exciter produces RF pulses which have frequency, pulsewidth, and PRF controlled by
the radar processor.

The transmitter is a traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier. The TWT amplifies the RF
pulse from the exciter to 50 W peak minimum and sends it to the DMA via the microwave
assembly. The transmitter is designed to operate either pulsed (radar) or CW
(communications). During radar operation, the TWT operates continuously, with
transmission occurring when a RF signal is applied by the exciter. During the radar
listening time, the transmitter output is gated off by the microwave assembly to keep TWT
noise out of the receiver.

The DEA has a two channel receiver. One receiver channel accepts the main antenna sum-
channel (G) signals while the other carries the guard antenna output during search and
acquisition and is time shared between azimuth and elevation difference channels when the
radar tracks in angle. The receiver maintains two channels only through its first down-
conversion. A single channel is then time shared between main and guard antennas in
search/acquisition. In track modes where angle tracking is required, the radar uses
sequential monopulse techniques. These techniques require that, for one half a data frame,
antenna sum and difference ()) outputs be added in phase (G+)) to form a single channel
and, for the rest of the frame they be combined 180 degrees out of phase (G-)). To
implement this, the receiver has a 0/180 degree phase shifter located in the difference
channel LO line. The state of this phase shifter is controlled by the radar processor.

The microwave assembly interconnects the transmit and receive signal paths with the
antenna. This is done using a diplexer/duplexer. The diplexer/duplexer consists of a
bandpass filter and a circulator which reduces to an acceptable level the transmitter output
entering the receiver. The assembly also contains a ferrite switch, located in the transmitter
output signal path, to isolate the TWT noise from the receiver during the radar listening
time.

Electronics Assembly-2

The EA-2 is the radar signal processor and it shares no common functions with the
communications system. Figure 4 shows the type of enclosure used to house the EA-2.
This unit is mounted in an equipment bay within the pressurized crew compartment.

Figure 5 shows a simplified block diagram of the EA-2 search mode configuration. The
2nd IF is received from the DA, in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) detected, video filtered, and
then analog-to-digital (A/D) converted. In the active mode or at short-range passive mode
ranges, signal detection occurs at the A/D output. The receiver noise level is maintained at



a given level at the A/D and a single pulse of greater magnitude than some fixed threshold
above noise is required for detection.

At long passive mode ranges, SNR enhancement procedures are used. When the
transmitted pulse width is greater than the A/D sample spacing, adjacent range samples are
presummed (added coherently) in the range processor. Groups of 16 pulses are coherently
integrated in a doppler filter bank, magnitude detected, and then 5 of these groups are non-
coherently integrated. A detection occurs when the resulting signal is greater than some
adaptive (constant FAR, or CFAR) threshold formed by averaging the outputs of all of the
doppler filters associated with each range gate.

Figure 6 shows a simplified block diagram of the EA-2 track mode configuration. Groups
of 16 G+), then 16 G-) pulse signals are received from the DA. These are I/Q detected,
video filtered, and A/D converted. The A/D samples a time interval equal to twice the
transmitted pulse width. The presummer coherently integrates across the first half,of these
A/D samples to form the early range gate and across the second half to form the late gate.
These four groups of 16 pulses (G+) early gate, G+) late gate, G-) early gate, and G-)
late gate) are each doppler filtered. Three discriminates are formed from the doppler filter
bank outputs,

1. A range discriminate if formed by comparing the amplitudes of the signals
from the early and late range gates.

2. A doppler discriminate if formed by comparing the outputs from adjacent
doppler filters.

3. An angle discriminate is formed by comparing the amplitudes of the
signals from the G+) and G-) data frames.

The EA-2 uses its angle and range discriminants as direct inputs to their respective
tracking loops. The angle discriminant is input to a second order target position tracker.
The angle tracking loop outputs estimates of target angle position and inertial angle-rates.
The range discriminant is input to an "-$ range tracker. The range tracker outputs target
range and a coarse estimate of range-rate. The doppler discriminant is a direct
measurement of target velocity. At longer ranges where this measurement is ambiguous,
the coarse range-rate estimate from the range tracker is used to resolve the ambiguity.

Electronics Assembly-1

The EA-1 contains the communications processor, orbiter interface handler, and the servo
electronics. Figure 4 shows the type of enclosure used to house the EA-1. The EA-1 is
mounted next to the EA-2 in the equipment bay.

The EA-1 receives mode and target position data from the GPC and the Ku-band control
panel. Radar mode commands and target range designates (if provided) are relayed to the



radar signal processor. Antenna position and scan commands are sent to the servo
electronics.

The servo electronics portion of the EA-1 receives either antenna position commands from
the GPC or antenna slew commands from the Ku-band subsystem control panel. These
commands are received in Orbiter coordinates and transformed by the servo into antenna
coordinates. The coordinate transforms are performed in a microprocessor. The servo
drives the antenna to the desired position by applying precession signals to the rate-
integrating gyros mounted on the antenna. The output of the gyros are fed back to the
gimbal torque motors, thus causing antenna motion. As the antenna moves, the servo
monitors shaft encoders mounted on the gimbals to determine antenna position. Once the
antenna is in the desired position, the servo electronics forces the antenna to execute a
spiral scan. When the radar processor detects a mainlobe target, it indicates target
presence to the servo electronics, In response to this, the servo grounds the input to the
gyros. This causes the antenna to stop on the target.

With the target detected and angle tracking required, the radar signal processor’s angle
error signal (discriminant) is shaped and sent to the servo electronics where it is input to
the gyro stabilization loop. Thus when the radar processor measures angle pointing error, it
causes a signal to be applied to the gyro stabilization loop which causes the antenna to
move and reduce the error. With the radar in steady-state angle track, the input to the rate
stabilization loop is proportional to the target’s inertial line-of-sight rate. This signal is
used to generate the radar’s inertial angle-rate outputs.
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Table I.  Target Parameter Envelope.

Parameter Passive Mode Active Mode

LOS range 100 ft (30 m) to 12 n.mi.
(22.2 km)

100 ft (30 m) to 300 n.mi.
560 km)

LOS range rate 148 fps (45 m/sec) closing,
75 fps (23 m/sec) opening

1500 fps (457 m/sec) closing,
300 fps (91 rn/sec) opening*

LOS pitch angle
(relative to orbiter
minus Z-axis)

Plus or minus 30E Plus or minus 30E

LOS roll angle
(relative to orbiter
minus Z-axis)

Same Same

Pitch inertial angle
rate

Plus or minus 20 mr/sec Plus or minus 20 mr/sec

Roll inertial angle
rate

Same Same

Radar cross section 1 to 104 M2 Not applicable

Beacon power Not applicable 44 dBm EIRP

* LOS range rate limits versus range shall be as follows:
1500 fps closing, 300 fps opening at 300 n.mi.
  700 fps closing, 300 fps opening at 200 n.mi.
  300 fps closing, 300 fps opening at 100 n.mi.
  200 f Ps closing, 300 fps opening at 50 n.mi.
  148 fps closing, 75 fps opening at 10 n.mi. to 100 ft.



Table II.  Radar Parameter Allowable Measurement Errors.

Parameter Random Error (3FF) Bias and Other Error (3FF)

LOS range rate

LOS pitch angle

LOS roll angle

Pitch inertial
angle rate *

Roll inertial
angle rate *

1 fps (0.3 m/sec) or 1 %
of range rate, whichever
is greater

8 mr (0.458E)

8 mr (0.458E)

0.14 mr/sec
(0.008 deg/sec)

0.14 mr/sec
(0.008 deg/sec)

±1 fps (0.3 m/sec) Active all ranges
Passive < 6.0 n.mi.

±2.5 fps (0.75 m/sec) Passive > 6.0 n.mi.

±2E

±2E

±0. 14 mr/sec
(0.008 deg/sec)

± 0. 14 mr/sec
(0.008 deg/sec)

* Not including target effects.

Table III.  Radar Modes.

MODE
ANTENNA

STABILIZATION TRACKING ANGLE SEARCH

GPC/ACQ INERTIAL ANGLE, R, R
0

 CONICAL SCAN

GPC/DES SELECTABLE R, R
0

 COMPUTER POINTING

MANUAL SLEW R, R
0

 MANUAL POINTING

AUTOTRACK INERTIAL ANGLE, R, R
0

 CONICAL SCAN



Table IV.  Key Antenna Parameters.

PASSIVE TEST ACTIVE TARGET

NARROW BEAM ANTENNA

TYPE

POLARIZATION -

• SEARCH

• TRACK

DIAMETER, IN.

BEAMWIDTH, DEG

GAIN, dB

SIDE LOBES, dB

WIDE BEAM ANTENNA

TYPE

POLARIZATION

BEAMWIDTH, DEG

GAIN, dB

PRIME FOCUS-FED
PARABOLA

LINEAR

LINEAR

36

1.7

37.7

20

HORN

LINEAR

15

19.5

RHCP

RHCP

37.1



Table V.  Key Exciter, Transmitter, and Receiver Parameters.

PASSIVE TARGET ACTIVE TARGET

EXCITER/TRANSMITTER

TYPE

OPERATING FREQUENCY

PEAK POWER, W

DUTY FACTOR

RECEIVER

TYPE

NOISE FIGURE

MASTER OSCILLATOR/TWT POWER AMPLIFIER

5 FREQUENCIES SPACED 52 MHz, CENTERED AT 13,883 Ghz

50

UP TO 0.2

DUAL-DOWN CONVERSION;FET LOW-NOISE PREAMPLIFIERS

5 dB

13,883 GHz 

50 

0.001

Figure 1.  Ku-Band Subsystem.



Figure 2.  Deployed Assembly.

Figure 3.  Deployed Assembly Simplified Block Diagram.



Figure 4.  Enclosure Used for EA-1, EA-2, and SPA Units.

Figure 5.  Simplified Block Diagram of EA-2 Search Processing.

Figure 6.  Simplified Block Diagram of EA-2 Track Processing.


